EXTERIOR ELEVATION

~ SOLAR INNOVATIONS' CLEAR GLASS SLIDER ~

PLAN VIEW - PANELS CLOSED

PLAN VIEW - PANELS OPEN

UNIT INFORMATION

GLAZING SET UP: Opening for 3/4" to 1" Glazing, Polycarbonate, or Solid Panel infill
Decorative interior and exterior low profile grid option.
Gasket option between panels available
Designed and Manufactured in the U.S.A.
ALL DRAWINGS ARE VIEWED FROM THE EXTERIOR LOOKING IN.

ALL DATA CONTAINED HEREIN IS CONSIDERED COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION AND IS SUBJECT TO OUR CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT AS SET FORTH ON OUR WEBSITE AT http://www.solarinnovations.com/contact/
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SI3000C Clear Sliding Glass Wall - Head and Sill Section
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ROUGH-OPENING
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SCALE: NOT TO SCALE
SI3000C Clear Sliding Glass Wall - Jamb Details
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